
Understanding Flexible Painted Textiles 

through the Characterisation of Glasgow 

Museums' George Kenning's Banners

Introduction - Commercially-made trade union banners are an emblematic part of British social history, as well as a characteristic type of 

flexible painted textiles. They are a complex system, ranging from delicate silk to stiffer painted and metal-leaf decorations. Having been utilitarian 

objects, they display a typology of damages associated with their outdoor carrying, interactions with the environment and the increased stiffness of 

their paint layers over time. This endangers their conservation and prevents them from being safely displayed/stored.1

To help preserving such significant objects for future generations, it is crucial to understand the material interactions between their surfaces and 

interfaces.2 To do so, an in-depth examination and interpretation is required to determine their composition, physical properties and the build-up of 

their construction.3
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The Glasgow Typographical 

Society

The Glasgow Typographical Society was formed in 

1817 by the letter-press printers of Glasgow, to 

represent the kindred workers in the industry of 

printing. It was one of the earliest trade unions in 

Britain, campaigning for workers’ rights and providing 

their members with some welfare benefits.4

It became the ‘Glasgow Branch’ of the Scottish 

Typographical Association, ever since its formation in 

1853. However, it kept its original name at least until 

1946 (University of Strathclyde,T-GTS1/1/13).  From 

that year onwards it continued as the ‘Glasgow 

Branch’ of the STA, up to their renaming as the 

Scottish Graphical Association (SGA) in 1973.

The banner of The Glasgow Typographical Society

was given by the STA to the Peoples’ Palace Museum 

in 1973, entering Glasgow Museums Collection with 

its current inventory number: PP.1973.14.

Next steps:

A thoroughly inspection of each banner will be conducted, 

selecting areas for sampling and further technical analysis, 

needed for the identification of the materials used in their 

making. The results will be used to recreate the banners’ 

technique, through the making of historically accurate 

reconstructions.

Figures 1 & 2. Glasgow Typographical Society banner (obverse and reverse), George 

Kenning, London, 1883. Images © CSG CIC Glasgow Museums Collection.

Objectives - This research aims to contextualise and characterise 

the materials and degradation of five painted banners from Glasgow 

Museums, manufactured by George Kenning’s companies. The long-term 

objective is to fully understand the conservation requirements of their 

decorative layers, to advise accordingly on the best stabilisation proposal 

to apply. The research comprises three stages:

1. Historical contextualisation of the banners

2. Material characterisation of the banners

3. Reconstruction of their painting technique

A selection of the results from Stage 1 of the Glasgow Typographical 

Society banner is presented as follows:

Figure 5. Scottish Typographical 

Association emblem, John D. 

Carmichael, 1883. Image  © 

Scottish Typographical 

Association.

Figure 4. George Kenning’s advert from 1880. Image © 

Freemasonry Library & Museum (BE 910 FRE/11/55)

Figure 3. Banner request on the Minute Book 1874-

1888. Image © University of Strathclyde (T-GST1/1/4)

Request and manufacture of the banner

The banner was requested by the Committee on the 26th September 1883, at a price of 

£16-10/-. It was part of the arrangements for the Trades’ Demonstration to take place on 

the 6th October 1883 in George Square, in occasion of the laying of the Foundation Stone 

of Glasgow Municipal Buildings (today’s Glasgow City Chambers); with an estimated 

attendance of over 50,000 people. The banner was subsequently used in many 

demonstrations, like the Franchise Bill on 6th September 1884 and in support of the 

Tramway Employees on 12th September 1889 (University of Strathclyde, T-GTS1/1/4-13).

It was produced in London by George Kenning, manufacturer of gold and silver lace, 

Masonic regalia and banners since 1860, in his premises at 1,2,3 & 4 Little Britain. 

However, it was ordered in his Glasgow branch, located at 9 West Howard Street at that 

time and established since 1873 with the purpose of offering his products “at London 

prices” (Freemasonry Library & Museum, BE 910 FRE/39).

Figure 7. Invitation to the Ceremony of laying the 

Foundation Stone of the Municipal Buildings on 

6/10/1883. Image © The Mitchell Library (Glasgow 

Scrapbooks No.23 p. 171)

Figure 6. Photograph of the Ceremony of laying the 

Foundation Stone of the Municipal Buildings. Image © 

The Mitchell Library (GCf 381 GLA)
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Iconography of the banner

The design was based on the first version of the 

STA’s emblem, originally drawn by John D. 

Carmichael of Edinburgh in December 1882, after a 

sketch supplied by the Association’s Secretary. It 

includes features requested by the Executive of the 

STA, like the Scotch Thistle, the Rose of England, 

the Shamrock of Ireland, a Composing-Room and a 

Machine-Room.5 It also contains symbols related to 

Fraternal and Friendly Societies’ imagery.6
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